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• founded in 2004 (UCLA spin off), ~ 50 FTE, > 30,000 ft2 facility
• Accelerator R&D, design, engineering, manufacturing and testing all under one roof
• Products: accelerator components (RF structures, magnets, diagnostics), 

medical/industrial accelerator systems, in-house testing services
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Wide range of capabilities and in-house expertise: 
• RF design and engineering, microwave sources, modulators and power electronics
•Magnetic design, engineering, alignment, production and testing
• UHV systems, beamline instrumentation and diagnostics

1.6 cell S-band photoinjector (4 units sold)

Phase II Research Performance Progress Report • DOE SBIR Award DE-SC0015717 
“High Gradient Accelerating Structure for Low Energy Protons” 

 RadiaBeam Technologies, LLC 1/23 

I. Background and Project goals 
RadiaBeam, in collaboration with Argonne National Laboratory, is developing an ultra-high gradient linear 
accelerator, the Advanced Compact Carbon Ion Linac (ACCIL) for ion radiation therapy. The critical and enabling 
component for this linac is novel S-band high-gradient structures, capable of providing 50 MV/m accelerating 
gradients for particles with β>0.3. In particular, a β=0.3 structure based on the novel approach of operation at the 
first negative spatial harmonic with the increased distance between the accelerating gaps allows to reduce the length 
of accelerator by several meters comparing to the conventional CCDTL approach. This is the first attempt to reach 
such high gradients at such small velocities.  

In Phase II, we have demonstrated the feasibility of this structure by building a prototype and performing high-
gradient tests that were able to reach record high gradients of 50 MV/m for such low-β structure. In Phase IIB we 
will improve the design to make this structure practical: i.e. capable to operate with a medical-grade 5 MW klystron 
and provide repetition rates as high as 1000 pps for a reasonable treatment time and compatibility with a guided 
therapy techniques. The specific technical objectives of the Phase II project are: 

1. Optimize the RF design of accelerating structure in order to make it compatible with a 5 MW klystron (with 
a pulse compressor). This includes a revision of electrodynamic and operation parameters, such as shunt 
impedance, pulse length, RF power (<20 MW) etc. 

2. Perform RF design of the pulse compressor (SLED) to make the 20 MW structure compatible with a 5 MW 
klystron. 

3. Update structural engineering design of the structure, including cooling strategy to allow operation at  1000 
pps operation.  

4. Perform engineering design of the SLED pulse compressor. 
5. Fabricate the full prototype structure and SLED compressor. This step will also include machining, brazing, 

QA, and cleaning. 
6. Update RadiaBeam 5 MW RF test stand to allow high power tests with SLED in high duty factor regime. 
7. Perform high power tests of SLED compressor and RF structure at RadiaBeam. 

 
Figure 1. 15-cells β=0.3 negative harmonic structure, fabricated and tested by RadiaBeam in Phase II. 
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Wide range of capabilities and in-house expertise: 
• RF design and engineering, microwave sources, modulators and power electronics
•Magnetic design, engineering, alignment, production and testing
• UHV systems, beamline instrumentation and diagnostics

Large Scale Production
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TESSA helical tapered undulators installed at Fermilab FAST facility
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Wide range of capabilities and in-house expertise: 
• RF design and engineering, microwave sources, modulators and power electronics
•Magnetic design, engineering, alignment, production and testing
• UHV systems, beamline instrumentation and diagnostics

4-m long, adjustable gap corrugated pipe dechirper (has been 
operational at LCLS facility since 2016)

Pulse train beam-laser interaction chamber at ATF BNL
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Industrial linac, and irradiation systems pipeline
• OEM medical and industrial linacs
• Custom systems for specialized applications
• R&D pipeline, and in-house testing services
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• RadiaBeam has been working for years with UCLA and Amplitude on the Inverse Compton 
Scattering (ICS) X-ray source development, so we responded to the BAA

• In 2019 DARPA issued a call for a compact tunable gamma ray source (GRIT BAA)

• ICS is the only path known to us to achieve the desired purity and tunability range

• To achieve flux requirements, we can not afford laser frequency conversion losses, and at 1 µm 
laser wavelength 3 MeV converts into the 400 MeV e-beam energy

• Combined with the 12 m footprint, we need > 50 MeV/m acceleration

GRIT BAA requirements

HR001119S0073  GRIT 7

Phase 2 will not be reimbursed under Phase 1 awards. Evaluation of Phase 2 proposals will be
based on the evaluation criteria in this BAA, and proposal evaluations will be conducted through 
a scientific and technical review process in accordance with Section V.B. 

The Government reserves the right to change the award instrument or issue a new BAA for 
Phase 2 if programmatic circumstances dictate. Program continuation beyond Phase 1 will be at 
the discretion of the Government, and will depend on funding availability and promising Phase 1 
results. An initial assessment of progress will take place at the end of the base period. 
Participation in an early phase does not guarantee funding in subsequent phases, and performer 
selection and progression to Phase 2 will be contingent on evaluation of the Phase 2 proposals 
and availability of funding.

E. Technical Area Descriptions 
The GRIT program targets producing beam-like gamma-ray sources across three orders of 
magnitude of photon energy by segmenting this range into two technical areas that will facilitate 
addressing anticipated applications. TA1 aims to develop high intensity, high purity, tunable 
sources suitable for precision applications ranging from electron K-shell imaging1 and elemental 
analysis at energies below 100 keV to nuclear resonance fluorescence (NRF) for isotope 
detection and concentration measurements from 500 keV to 3 MeV. TA2 focuses on even higher 
energies, though at lower intensity, and is envisioned for penetrative radiography and photo-
fission applications. Key metric system parameters are summarized in the two tables below. 
 
TA1: High intensity, high purity test-bed source targeting K-shell to NRF applications        

Objectives Parameter TA1 Phase 1 TA 1 Phase 2
Intensity (ph/s) 10^10 10^12

Intensity
Repetition Rate (kHz) 0.5 1

Tunability Tunable Energy Range (MeV) 0.03 – 1 0.03 – 3

Purity Bandwidth (dE/E) < 10% < 0.1%

Size (m) (40' Conex internal dim) < 2.4 x 2.3 x 12.0 < 2.4 x 2.3 x 12.0

Weight (kg) < 16,000 < 16,000Compactness
Power (kW) < 300 < 300

1 K-shell (or K-edge) imaging refers to the absorption characteristics of the most tightly bound electrons of an atom. 
Photons (x-ray or gamma rays) just above K-shell energies will be preferentially absorbed compared to photons just 
below these energies. Since each element has a unique K-shell energy, elemental imaging is possible through a 
radiographic technique that can image at energies just above and below a given elements K-shell energy.
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GRIT collaboration
• The collaboration predated GRIT program with the focus on the high flux hard X-ray 

compact ICS sources for medical and inspection applications.

• The system combines 3 innovative components: 
- Fabry-Perot optical cavity and solid-state laser system 

(collaboration with Amplitude)
- High gradient C-band linac (collaboration with SLAC)
- Hybrid C-band photoinjector (collaboration with UCLA)

RadiaBeam
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Hybrid photoinjector
• Hybrid incorporate two C-band RF cavities in a single 

device:

§ Standing Wave (SW) RF cavity provides high gradient 
acceleration (120 MV/m at cathode)

§ Traveling Wave (TW) RF cavity provides longitudinal 
compression up to 500 A

• Hybrid allows to reduce ICS footprint, increase interaction 
efficiency, and improve beam dynamics in the linac



Beamline Overview
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• 2 RF stations provide power to hybrid gun and 100 MeV linac module, respectively

• Magma 25 laser system supports UV line for photoemission, and IR line for ICS

• Final focus and interaction system, beam dump/spectrometer beamline, and X-ray test station

25 MW 50 MW



Phase I Timeline
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• We received DARPA contract on March 19, 2020, 1 week after COVID shut down

• By June 2020 we were able to place critical purchase orders for C-band RF power stations, 
Magma 25 laser system from Amplitude, and most of the RF network and LLRF sub-
components 

• 2021: C-band hybrid engineering and fabrication, laser infrastructure development, RF 
systems assembly, commissioning and components testing, facility engineering

• First photocurrent was obtained in April 2022, in the industrial linac test cell

• Summer 2022, installed new 100 MeV bunker to host the complete 100 MeV system

• In October 2022, and we are back to the hybrid commissioning mode in the new bunker

• SLAC is planning to deliver linacs, and phase shifter system in Summer 2023

• The goal is to commission 100 MeV beam in Fall of 2023 and demonstrate first ICS photons 
before the end of CY2023.
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Other sub-systems development 

• C-band RF power stations and C-band infrastructure

• IR laser and photoinjector drive laser systems

• Radiation shielded bunker
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Hybrid commissioning results, so far
Parameter Units Design Measured Comments

Beam Energy MeV 4.4 4.6 ± 1.0 Depends on the RF phase and 
temperature tuning of the TW section

Energy spread, 
RMS % < 1% 0.1% Excluding the tails

Beam charge pC 250 150 - 350 QE ~ 4 x 10-5

Bunch length, 
FWHM ps < 1 1-2 Data are still to be analyzed, but it looks 

like we have > 200 A peak current

Emittance 
(normalized) µm < 0.8 < 3 Slits are in the wrong place on the 

beamline, so this is not an optimal value
Slits image

Spectrometer Line YAG



• In support of the SLAC C3 R&D program we 
conducted a number of hot tests, using the 
GRIT C-band infrastructure 
• Utilized 25 MW C-band power station to 

test SLAC prototype linac structure
• Conditioned the structure while monitoring 

breakdown rate and vacuum
• Conditioned up to 15 MW, 100 Hz, 1 µs 

pulse width
• Saw expected breakdown rate decline over 

conditioning period

Other experiments: testing C-band Structure 



Testing: Cold C3 Structure
§ Repeated the test of the same structure, at LN2 T
§Conditioned up to 10 MW, 100 Hz, 1 µs pulse width

⎼ Suspected ion pump failure halted progress

§ There were no significant RF breakdown events
⎼ There was some breakdown in waveguide close to structure

§ LN2 burn rate was 230 liters per day
⎼ Did not try to optimize setup

§ In addition, conducted tests of C-band RF components in 
support of SLAC program. 
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C-band facility outlook
• Thanks to DARPA GRIT program, we developed a C-band photoinjector facility, currently 

under commissioning; a 100 MeV upgrade is expected to be completed in 2023

• The facility is already producing useful results, and can serve accelerator community in 
many areas including C3, AAC, and light source R&D, as well as RF components and beamline 
instrumentation development and testing

• There is no such concept as operational or development funds for businesses in DOE 
ecosystem (procurement and SBIR program are the only DOE sources of funding known). 

• In 2023 DOE introduced 50-70% cuts in the AT components of the SBIR program
• This was historically the critical DOE program to support R&D activities by small businesses
• These cuts affect RadiaBeam and other companies in the field, and may result in a major loss of 

capabilities and trained personnel within 1 -2 years
• Putting in question ability of the US small businesses to remain a part of the accelerator community 

• We look for a community feedback, on the ideas how to support these new capabilities in 
this new environment, after DARPA program is completed
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Conclusions
• RadiaBeam is a small business currently focused on the accelerator technology 

development for research and industrial facilities and applications

• Thanks to DARPA GRIT program, RadiaBeam has put together a C-band infrastructure 
and photoinjector laboratory, and have plans and funding for 100 MeV upgrade by the 
year end

• The C-band infrastructure (and trained personnel) developed for the GRIT program can 
be utilized for other projects, including C3 R&D

• We are looking for new ideas on how to sustain and further develop GRIT facility once 
the DARPA program is completed

• Acknowledgement: GRIT program has been a fast paced, dynamic team effort, and there 
a long list of contributors to this talk at RadiaBeam, SLAC, UCLA, Amplitude, RadiaSoft 
and other participating institutions


